ProNovia® PLM-Administrator

Tool for all mySAP® PLM Projects

// With the tool PLM Administrator from ProNovia all PLM administrators and specific users can check and process specific data of document info sets, material master and change master. Single and mass data operations allow quick data changes and data adjustments for project introduction, test, migration and training. A clear information and function interface as well as intuitive user assistance make this immediately useful.

::: Single Operations for Document Info Sets

- Set status/user/authorization group
- Set/change/delete feature items
- Extract change number, delete object administration set
- Append/remove original
- Check status conversion for documents
- Clean up obsolete BOM usage

::: Mass Operations for Document Info Sets

- Store/export/import/separate of originals
- Maintenance of feature items and call assignment
- Migration of document status
- Change document type
- Delete documents actually which are marked for
- Testing via test mode is possible

::: Authorization

- Support of the SAP authorization concept
- Single authorizations for each function
- Check/Allow (display/handling)
- The assignment of the required authorizations occurs via installation of an authorization object, which is supplied.

::: More Functions for Document Info Sets

- Standard SAP document administration functions
- Process document lists/document structures
- Start conversion/display conversion status
- Display/Cancel converter barrier
PLM Administrator

**Usage**
The PLM administrator makes many operations for data complementation and process easier and faster. This helps maintain the index data, the data migration as well as the preparation and maintenance of test and training scenarios. Re-organizations after changing of concepts and system copies can be processed very quickly. Error inputs and errors of end users can be corrected easily.
The standard SAP Look&Feel in a clear structured user interface enables the quick and productive use.

**Functions for the Material Master**
- Display status protocol
- Process manager workbench
- Set status
- Set/Change/Delete feature items
- Delete revision
- Clear up „dead“ BOM usage
- Maintenance of feature items and class assignment (mass operation)
- Standard SAP functions

**Functions for Change Master**
- Set status
- Maintenance of feature items and class assignment (mass operation)
- Standard SAP functions for process of change master

**Customizing/Settings**
- Central customizing transaction for basic settings
- Job-ID’s original mass operations
- Customer exits

**Customer Exits**
- Set document status/user
- Delete changing number/revision document
- Assign new original
- Remove original
- Maintenance of feature item „document“
- Change mass function document type
- Change mass function document status
- Import originals: Initialize, analyze file names, before/after import
- Export originals: Filter documents, before/after export
- Checkin originals: Filter documents, before/after checkin
- Separate originals: Filter documents
- Delete revision material
- Maintenance of feature item „material“

**System Environment**
SAP Release 4.6B

**Delivery Size**
SAP transport, manual in PDF format

**Installation**
SAP transport

**Related Products and Options**
DVS-LAD
Load module for mass data import

**Product Code**
PLM-ADM